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Spring Workshops

WINTER EDITION
"What good is the warmth of summer, without the cold of winter to give it sweetness."

- John Steinbeck

Well folks, we made it! Soon the sap will be flowing, the birds will be returning, the sun will be out
longer, and the first plants of spring will be emerging. During our winter dormancy we  have taken

lots of time to plan for the spring BUT have also taken some much needed time for
ourselves...including adopting a sweet little pup! We have spent a lot of time this winter playing in
the snow with her and could not be more thankful for seasonal work (she's a full time job herself!)
We are beyond grateful for all that 2021 brought us, and so excited to kick off 2022! With that said,

here's what's in the works for us this spring: 

S E A S O N A L   N E W S L E T T E R 

We are SO excited to finally be able to roll out some of our
workshops! As you may have guessed, starting a business
during a pandemic hasn't been easy - while we were still
able to plant lots of gardens and trees, the educational
parts of our business have had to be put on the back
burner. But this year we plan on hosting a variety of

workshops and plant walks! As a newsletter subscriber,
you will have first access to registration when the time

comes. Stay tuned! 
 

EVENTS

https://www.sustainablerootseco.com/events


Yoga For Earthworkers
This year we're joining forces with local yoga teachers in order to

ease into our spring planting routine. Every Monday throughout the
months of May and June we will be on Instagram Live with a

different yoga teacher, learning about some different stretches and
healing modalities that we can bring into our lives this season. Last
year I was struggling with tendonitis and in desperate need of some
good stretching habits - and I'm sure I'm not alone! Whether you're  

a gardener, farmer, or landscaper, I'm sure you'll find these
sessions valuable. Join us this spring to kickstart your season in the

right way. 

Collaborations

With Spring just around the corner, many of you are
probably itching to get your seeds started! Before

jumping right in, it is important to know which of your
seeds require cold stratification in order to

germinate.
Cold stratification is when seeds are subjected to

certain conditions which simulate the natural
conditions of winter, in order to encourage

germination. In our case, cold and moist. Why does
this happen? Plants are very smart - because many

plants re-seed throughout the season, this mechanism
protects the seeds from germinating too early in the

spring or too late in the summer, keeping them
dormant until the time is right.

 

Cold Stratification

 Soak your seeds overnight
 Dampen a substrate like vermiculite (I prefer to use Jocelyn's Soil Booster) 
 Add seeds, making sure that all seeds are in contact with as much substrate as possible
 Put mixture inside of a ziplock bag, label your bag, and put in the fridge for 2-4 weeks
 After 2-4 weeks, remove your bag from the fridge and leave it out in a sunny spot for 24 hrs
 After 24 hrs you should start to see your seeds sprouting!

 If you are planning on starting a plant like milkweed (Asclepias) from seed, you have two options
- you can sow your seeds in the fall, where they will naturally undergo the appropriate processes,

OR you can mimic this process with a few simple steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

There are a few important things to note: 
This is just one strategy for cold stratification. Some seeds have slightly different requirements (like cold dry stratification) and

different instructions should be followed to best suit those plants. This is a process that I have tried but there are many
different methods out there, so I encourage you to experiment! Please make sure you research your plants before starting
seeds, as not all require stratification. You can find a video outlining these steps on our Instagram @sustainablerootseco.  



 

W W W . S U S T A I N A B L E R O O T S E C O . C O M

Who's been inspiring us?

The Hidden Path is possibly the coolest store in
Toronto.  It's fare includes hand crafted bioactive

terrariums and supplies, rare houseplants, oddities
(including skulls, taxidermy, and wet specimens)

and more! Owners Erin and Max have managed to
not only persevere in the wake of several

lockdowns, but continue to create successful
ventures to bring plant lovers together. If you

haven't visited their east end storefront location,
you may catch them vending at various tradeshows

all over Southern Ontario OR at their very own
market in Toronto's west end called 'Ghostwood

Market.' 

The Hidden Path

Ghostwood Market
 Ghostwood Market is a curated monthly vendor

show in Toronto aimed at providing affordable
retail opportunities in high traffic downtown areas

to small businesses. They focus on platforming
unrelated, niche/obscure hobbies, because they
believe in the open exchange of knowledge and

skills between creative people. They currently host
at Dovercourt House,

with the next market happening on Saturday
March 19th from 12pm - 5pm.  Their debut market
in December 2021 was a huge success, and really

exemplified the idea of "community over
competition," something so desperately needed in

these times. Show The Hidden Path  and
Ghostwood Market some love by following them
on social media and perhaps attending an event!
P.S. they are always on the hunt for vendors, so
reach out if you think you would be a good fit! 

WEBSITE

INSTAGRAM

PS. Spring Garden Bookings are almost
closed! Contact us now to book for 2022

 

https://thehiddenpath.ca
https://www.instagram.com/ghostwoodmarket/?utm_medium=copy_link



